In this paper, problems arising during design of embedded real-time system (ERTS) are addressed. Features of applied hardware and software components imply additional requirements to be considered during scheduling. Formulation and toolset description for the problem of scheduling of data exchange over bus with centralized control is presented. Formulation of the joint scheduling problem is presented as long as proposed scheduling algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important requirements to ERTS operation is to guarantee that each task meets its deadline. In a case of failure to meet any task's deadline ERTS loses its operability. Functional task schedule and data exchange schedule must be built for each version of ERTS software to ensure whether real-time constraints are met. Technological requirements defined by specifics of ERTS's hardware and software are applied to schedules. Two problems arise during ERTS modification (e.g. adding new devices) as long as during design of new ERTS: scheduling of data exchange for a given message set and joint scheduling of computations and data exchange for given message and job sets.
PROBLEM AND TOOL SYSTEM FOR SCHEDULING OF DATA EXCHANGE OVER BUS WITH CENTRALIZED CONTROL
One of the terminal devices of bus is the channel controller. It manages the data exchange and monitors the state of other terminal devices. Only the controller can initiate data exchange over the channel, and other terminal devices execute the commands issued by the controller (request/response scheme). This guarantees the absence of collisions. The controller operates according to the exchange schedule defined during the development of the ERTS. Data exchange is performed asynchronously with the execution of primary functions of the terminal devices. Initial data for data exchange scheduling consist of message set , that is to be transferred over the bus. Each message [Coffman, 1976]: 1.1) each message is included in no more than one pair; 1.2) real-time constraint (each message must be transferred between its activation time and its deadline); 1.3) at any given time no more than one message can be transferred;
2) technological requirements defined by specifics of ERTS's hardware and software.
Let's consider technological requirements for MIL-STD 1533В [U.S. Standard, 1978] bus with centralized control as an example. Each scheduled message belongs to a set called chain. Message chain is a sequence of messages transferred without intermediate delays: 
Scheduling of data exchange over bus with centralized control means constructing complete (includes all messages) and correct (meets all constraints, including those imposed by technological requirements) schedule of message transfers for the given message set.
The technology for data exchange scheduling proposed in ( [Balashov et al., 2010] ) assumes the following workflow:
1) creation of the project: filling the database with information on structure of the onboard network and characteristics of workload for data exchange channels;
2) automatic construction of a data exchange schedule which is complete and correct;
3) optional manual correction of the schedule; 4) in case a complete and correct schedule cannot be constructed: automatic correction of technological requirements to data exchange, so that such schedule can be constructed with updated requirements; 5) generation of software code that defines the schedule for the devices attached to the channel; 6) generation of reports on input data (see step 1) and constructed schedules, for inclusion in the documentation on the ERTS.
The following scheduling algorithms are used in the tool system:
 greedy algorithms [Kostenko, 2005] , that have low computational complexity but must be tuned to a specific subproblem;
 ant colony algorithms [Dorigo, 1992; Balashov et al., 2010] , that can automatically tune themselves to specifics of a particular subproblem but have higher computational complexity than greedy algorithms.
Correction of technological requirements to data exchange schedule (see step 4) is performed by algorithms from [Balashov, 2007] .
The developed tool system was used to schedule data exchange over MIL STD-1553B channels in aircraft and naval ERTS. Application of the tool system allowed automating scheduling of data exchange, generation of software code that defines schedule, and generation of reports to be included in ERTS's documentation.
PROBLEM OF JOINT SCHEDULING OF COMPUTATIONS AND DATA EXCHANGE AND ALGORITHM FOR ITS SOLVING
Initial data for joint scheduling consists of a functional task (job) set and a message set. Jobs communicate with each other and ERTS's subsystems by sending and receiving messages from message set. Each job can be characterized by activation time, deadline and subset of computational modules that can execute this job. Each message can be characterized by activation time and deadline. Preemptions of job execution and message transfer are disallowed. ERTS is considered as consisting of set of computational modules and subsystems connected by a single data exchange channel. Each subsystem can be considered as a set of jobs (hereafter jobs-subsystems) being executed on a single computational module. Jobs from initially given set can't be assigned on that module. Schedule for all jobs-subsystems is given. The problem of joint scheduling of computations and data exchange lies in the construction of coordinated schedules of job execution and message transferring.
Job and message sets can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (may be disconnected) with nodes of two types
. First type corresponds to jobs, secondto messages. Graph edges define partial order on job and message sets. Each message-node passes data from preceding job-node to succeeding job-nodes. If job-node has other jobnodes as predecessors then all of them including initial jobnode must be assigned to the same computational module and data exchange will occur through module's internal memory. At that, each message-node has only one ingoing edge and no less than one outgoing edge. Data being transferred in message is supposed to be formed by a special job that can collect data words from other jobs being executed on the same computational module. Such way to form data in messages is used in many ERTSs with buses with centralized control.
Let's denote set of computational nodes as
set of jobs to be scheduled as W . Each job has following attributes: activation time , deadline , subset of allowed computational modules that can execute it. Also function , that compute job's execution duration on particular module, is known. Message set is the same as in section 2 with the exception of messages that have jobs from job set as predecessors or successors. Transfer duration of such messages depends on modules to which predecessors or successors will be assigned. Moreover, if all such preceding and succeeding job-nodes will be assigned on a single computational module then message does not pass through channel. Also a function is given that computes message transfer duration for each possible job assignment.
Job schedule is the set of triple <job, computational module, start time>: 2) real-time constraint (each job must be executed between its activation time and its deadline);
3) at any given time on any given computational module no more than one job is executed; 4) each job is assigned only to allowed module. 3) all messages that transfer data which scheduled jobs need for execution are scheduled; 4) all jobs that form data for transfer in scheduled messages are scheduled; 5) all jobs that transfer data to scheduled jobs through internal memory of computational modules are scheduled on the same module as data receiver job; Joint schedule is called complete if both schedules are complete.
The problem of joint scheduling of computations and data exchange lies in constructing complete and correct joint schedule. This problem can also be represented in 3-field notation proposed in [Blazewicz et al., 2007] : Rk | prec, r j , d | -with the respect of additional constraints imposed by technological requirements.
Algorithm
Proposed algorithm belongs to class of greedy algorithms [Cormen et al.,1990] . Their main features are as follows:
 low computational complexity (mostly depends on complexity of greedy criterion);
 no warranty to find the exact solution of general problem.
Greedy algorithms belong to class of constructional algorithms. These algorithms on each iteration operate with partial schedule adding unscheduled jobs and messages. Main issue of using constructional algorithms for previously defined problem is its specific: exact message transfer duration becomes known only after assigning sending and receiving jobs on computational modules. At the same time for each message minimum and maximum transfer duration can be computed depending on assignment of sending and receiving jobs. Proposed method is to assume that message transfer duration equals to maximum for given partial schedule at the moment of scheduling. After each job's scheduling previously scheduled messages are looked through for changed estimated transfer duration (it can only decrease or remain unchanged). In case of decreasing, all jobs and messages that were scheduled after message with decreased transfer duration are removed and marked as unscheduled. On each iteration job or message to be scheduled next is chosen among jobs and messages with already scheduled and completed (executed or transferred) predecessors.
As algorithm runs, two lists are maintained: list of jobs and messages that can't be scheduled by algorithm and sorted list PL that stores the order in which jobs and messages were added to schedule.
Let's introduce additional notations. For each job i we will denote:
M -set of message-nodes -immediate predecessors; 
for messages: t ). 4) Selecting, according to a given deterministic greedy criterion, job or message from set C. Criterion value is computed for each possible pair <job from set C, computational module> and all messages from set C. On step 6.3, a switch from current schedule to the schedule before was scheduled occurs. Previously there was assumption that 's transfer duration equals to maximum, and now jobs from set , which affect on transfer duration, are bound to concrete computational modules, and 's transfer duration is fixed. If in the future this process is performed for message that was scheduled before message , then sets of allowed modules for jobs from will be restored to initial state.
Different greedy criteria
Properties of algorithm are highly impacted by the greedy criterion being used (see step 4) for selecting job or message to be scheduled next. One can propose several such criteria:
 earliest finish time first (see [Kostenko, 2005] ):
 maximum immediate successors number first:
 maximum number of total successors;  earliest deadline among all successors first;
 maximum path length in graph (in number of nodes) to successor without successors.
A criterion can be multilevel. If according to one criterion jobs and/or messages are equal, then they can be compared using another criterion.
Algorithm can be tuned to a specific subproblem (when some restrictions on possible initial data exist [Garey and Johnson, 1979] ) by selecting proper greedy criterion on step 4. For example, data in table below were obtained using earliest deadline first criterion for solving three set of samples of data (50 samples in each set). Data in different sets differ in average ratio "duration/difference between deadline and activation time" only. Received results indicate that selected criterion is good for solving problems from first set, but ineffective for solving problems from two other sets. Number of jobs in all problems is 300, number of messages -100. For the first set average ratio "duration/difference between deadline and activation time" equals 0.1, for the second -0.5, for the third -0.8. Denotations in table 1 are as follows: № -number of subproblem set, w -average number of scheduled jobs, m -average number of scheduled messages, t -average algorithm's working time in seconds. 
